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1 Introduction

In this fast abstract, we will shortly describe our particular testing approach, based on

the use of aspects (see [BR06] for the full version of this paper). The applied domain

is the emerging Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE) one. In this domain, a

more particularly interesting problem is the composition itself, which can be differenti-

ated from the simple wiring of provided and required component interfaces by the specific

links that exist (most of the time informally, or worst implicitly) between a composite and

its subcomponents. In this context it is necessary to be able to provide components with

testability features. To support the testing of the behavior of the component in its new

environment we have developed the Built-In Test (BIT) technology that provides compo-

nents with testability feature. This approach, not described in this abstract (see [Com03]),

was limited and in order to generalize it we have explored the use of Aspect-Oriented

approaches. Aspect [KLM+97] are used to describe testing features, making them inde-

pendent from the functional services of the component.

2 Aspect and Built-In-Testing

We use Aspects to provide support for suppressing/adding the BIT part especially dynam-

ically (during execution). The BIT/J library1 is completed by an introspection-based code

generator that generates patterns of added test functionalities even without the compo-

nent source code. The drawback of this tool is that the BIT model is hard coded in the

Java generator. Every development on model elements or its BIT architecture leads to the

code generator updating. Though natural this process becomes subtle because of the Java-

programmed code generator and the necessary knowledge of this program to determine

precisely where the impacts of each BIT modification are. Through the use of aspects,

test functionalities and weaving implementation are a better answer to this first point. The

second limit of the BIT approach is due to the fact that in BIT technology the test func-

tionalities are applied on components only, without considering neither their assembly nor

their composition. The same code can therefore exist in different parts of the program.

1This library is obsolete now and has been replaced by the PauWare.Composytor (J2SE/J2EE) and

PauWare.Velcro (J2ME) Java libraries, see the URL: http://www.PauWare.com.
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Intermixed implementations are difficult to maintain and to upgrade. The techniques of

Aspect Oriented Programming is expected to solve such problems. Moreover, making the

component testable is only useful while checking its good behavior. As Aspect contains

all additional testability features, removing Aspect is the only required action to find back

the original component and make the programs lighter.

3 Discussions

There is a complementarity between Aspect and introspection. Aspect maintains class

control when one of its method is called with around feature or returned with after.

Introspection is used to know at any time all the data representing the instances of the class.

Python has been selected to verify that the qualities expected from Aspect and from intro-

spection were not due to AspectJ, and also to demonstrate that the Aspect based approach

can be applied to non-Java components. This leads to a much more flexible test activity.

Because of the difficulty to understand the behavior of a little documented component, this

dynamics makes the test adaptation easier as a function of the observed component behav-

ior and facilitates the adaptation of tests all along the component behavior observation.

In [MBA05], a generalization of the AO based approach has been presented. It showed

how behavior description support can be added to COTS through the use of Aspects. This

paper gives a short description of a tool supported approach to make, out of a component

(even a COTS one), a testable version of it. Based on the concept of Aspect because of the

crosscutting nature of assembly testing, and thanks to the weaving support, the approach

provides the assembly tester with some useful and streapable testing features. We do not

claim that AO can be useful in all testing activity, but we do claim that in the particular

context of component-based developments, at assembly level, testing is an aspect. This

is due to its cross-cutting nature (communication and interaction between components,

etc.). As such an approach is proposed that provides components with testability features

through the description, and then the weaving of those features as aspects.
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